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1 Introduction
Breaking parity introduces new transport effects in fluid hydrodynamics. The parity break-
ing can be explicit, spontaneous or as a consequence of quantum anomalies, each with its
unique signature. An interesting parity-odd transport is the dissipationless Hall viscosity
ηH in 2 + 1 fluids [1, 2]. It enters in the constitutive relations of the fluid as a term in the
stress tensor
T ijHall =
ηH
4
(
ǫik
(
∂jvk + ∂kv
j
)
+ ǫjk
(
∂ivk + ∂kv
i
))
. (1.1)
Where vi is the (normal) velocity of the fluid. Latin indices i, j, k refer to space compo-
nents. Its effect is to repel or attract nearby flows due to a force perpendicular to the
flow (for a recent review and references therein see [3]). In most systems the value of the
transport coefficient ηH can be obtained from the two-point function of the stress tensor
using the Kubo formula
ηH = lim
ω→0
1
4iω
ǫikδjl〈T<ij>T<kl>〉(ω,k = 0). (1.2)
where the brackets < ij > mean the traceless component and ω, k are the frequency and
momentum of the Fourier transformed correlators. This can be taken as the definition of
Hall viscosity even in the cases where there is no hydrodynamic description.
Hall viscosity is present in diverse systems, particularly in Quantum Hall states [1, 4–
10], but also in other systems such as chiral and anyon superfluids in condensed matter [6, 9,
11]. In relativistic systems it has been found in holographic superfluids [12, 13] (see also [14–
16]) and a related quantity, the ‘torsional Hall viscosity’1 has been found in ‘topological
insulators’ in the presence of torsion [17, 18].
It has been shown that a large number of systems exhibit an interesting relation be-
tween the Hall viscosity and the angular momentum density ℓ, first derived in [6], ηH
ℓ
= 12 .
The aim of this paper is to study parity-odd transport in superfluid hydrodynamics with
spontaneously broken parity, and in particular the general properties of the above relation
between the Hall viscosity and the angular momentum density. Our general hydrodynamic
results are compatible with the holographic p-wave calculations in [13], where the relation
between the Hall viscosity and the angular momentum density was argued to hold.
We will study the hydrodynamics of relativistic non-Abelian superfluids in a symmetry
locked phase, that is where the expectation value of the global symmetry currents relate
space and internal indices. In particular, we will be locking a superfluid with an SU(2) in-
ternal symmetry in 2+1 dimensions, which breaks parity spontaneously as a consequence of
relating the SU(2) structure constants to space structure. We will define the locking when
the normal component of the fluid is at rest, and we will show that there are various quali-
tatively different extensions to non-zero velocities. Locking will introduce parity-odd terms
in the hydrodynamic constitutive relations. We will construct the resulting superfluid hy-
drodynamics up to the first derivative order. Incidentally, we find that in the locked phases
1The distinction with the ordinary Hall viscosity is a bit subtle, the torsional Hall viscosity enters
in the canonical energy-momentum tensor, which is not necessarily symmetric, while the ordinary Hall
viscosity is defined for the symmetrized energy-momentum tensor. Despite their similar structure they are
independent quantities.
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a term of the form (1.1) appears in the stress tensor whose value is not determined by the
Kubo formula (1.2), but by the two-point function between the stress tensor and the current
η˜H = 〈O〉+ 1
4
lim
ω→0
δiaδjk〈T<ij>Jka 〉(ω,k = 0). (1.3)
Where 〈J ia〉 = 〈O〉δia is the expectation value of the p-wave condensate and a = 1, 2 are
SU(2) indices. We have labelled this transport coefficient η˜H to distinguish it from the
usual definition (1.2). Using an expansion close to the critical point, we will estimate the
ratio of the Hall viscosity and the angular momentum density and find that generically
ηH
ℓ
∼ 1 for the standard Hall viscosity. On the other hand, we find that the ratio η˜H
ℓ
depends on the type of locking.
The outline of the paper is as follows: in section 2 we write down the constitutive
relations for a general SU(2) superfluid to first dissipative order. The locking can be seen
as expanding around a particular value of the superfluid velocities. Since eventually we are
interested in the physics close to the critical point, we keep terms only up to second order
in the superfluid velocities. In section 3 we define the locking when the normal component
of the fluid is at rest and study possible extensions to non-zero velocities. In section 4
we identify the contributions to Hall viscosity and angular momentum in the locked phase
and derive Kubo relations for them. In section 5, we compare our predictions from the
hydrodynamic analysis with the holographic p-wave model. We end by presenting our
conclusions in section 6. Some technical results are collected in the appendices.
Here we provide three tables to guide the readers. The ideal constitutive relations and
notations are collected in table 1. Table 2 contains various projections of superfluid velocity
discussed in section 2. Some definitions used in Kubo formulas in section 4 are also listed in
table 3. µ, ν = 0, 1, 2 will denote space-time indices, i, j = 1, 2 space indices, A,B = 1, 2, 3
denote internal SU(2) indices, and a, b = 1, 2 the internal indices without the direction 3.
2 Non-Abelian superfluid hydrodynamics
In order to describe the hydrodynamic behaviour of a non-Abelian relativistic superfluid,
we will make a generalization of the two-fluid model [19–23].2 The motion of the superfluid
is determined by the conservation equations in the presence of a background metric gµν
and gauge field AAµ,
∇µTµν = F νA µJµA, (2.1)
DµJ
µ
A = 0. (2.2)
∇µ is the covariant derivative with respect to the background metric and
DµJ
µ
A = ∇µJµA + ǫABCAB µJµC . (2.3)
The field strength is defined as usual
FAµν = ∂µAAν − ∂νAAµ + ǫABCAB µAC ν . (2.4)
2Non-Abelian relativistic normal fluids were analysed in [24].
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Tµν = εnu
µuν + pPµν + fABξ
µ
Aξ
ν
B Stress-energy tensor
JµA = qAu
µ − fABξµB Internal symmetry currents
εn + p = Ts+ µAqA
dεn = Tds+ µAdqA + fABξ
µ
AdξB µ Superfluid thermodynamics
εn Energy density of the normal fluid component
qA Charge density of normal fluid component
ξµA Superfluid velocity
µA Chemical potential
fAB=f0δAB + fµµAµB
qsδ
3
A =fABµB =(f0 + fµµ
2)δ3A Charge density of the superfluid component
T Temperature
s Entropy density
p Pressure
ℓ Angular momentum density
Table 1. Ideal order constitutive relations and notations.
PAB = δAB − µAµBµ2 CAB = ǫABCµC
ζµA = P
µ
νξ
µ
A N
µ =
ζ
µ
AµA
µ2
ζˆµA = ζ
µ
A −NµµA ζµν = ζˆµAζˆνA
ζ˜µA = ζˆ
µ
BCAB ζ˜
µν = ζˆµAζ˜
ν
A
ζAB = ζˆ
α
AζˆαB
Table 2. Projections of the superfluid velocity.
ηH = limω→0
1
4iω ǫikδjl〈T<ij>T<kl>〉(ω,k = 0) Standard Hall viscosity
η˜H = 〈O〉+ 14 limω→0 δiaδjk〈T<ij>Jka 〉(ω,k = 0) Locking dependent Hall viscosity
J ia = 〈O〉δia p-wave condensate
〈O〉 ∼√(Tc − T )/Tc ∼ ǫ Order parameter
ℓ = 2µC3
µ
T
+ 2µC4〈O〉 Angular momentum density
C3 = − i2α0 limk→0 ǫij ∂∂kj 〈J i3J03 〉(ω = 0,k)
C3Q+ C4qn =
1
2δia〈J i3J0a 〉(ω = 0,k = 0)
Q =
(
1 +
µBµ
TBT
)
〈O〉
f0T
α0 =
(
1 + qµ
TBT
)
1
f0T
BX =
∂p
∂X
+ 〈O〉
2
f2
0
∂f0
∂X
, X = (T, µ)
Table 3. Definitions and Kubo formulas.
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The constitutive relations of the energy-momentum tensor and the current are
Tµν = εnu
µuν + pPµν + fABξ
µ
Aξ
ν
B + π
µν , (2.5)
JµA = qAu
µ − fABξµB + νµA. (2.6)
Here uµ is the velocity of the normal component, Pµν = ηµν + uµuν is the projector in the
transverse direction, qA is the normal charge density and εn the normal energy density. p is
the pressure and ξµA are the contributions to the currents due to the spontaneous breaking,
usually identified with the superfluid velocity. In general we can expand the coefficients
fAB as
fAB = f0δAB + fµµAµB. (2.7)
The terms πµν and νµA contain derivatives of the velocities and densities.
The thermodynamic equations are
εn + p = Ts+ µAqA, (2.8)
dεn = Tds+ µAdqA + fABξ
µ
AdξB µ. (2.9)
We complement the hydrodynamic equations with the Josephson condition
uµξAµ = µA +HA, (2.10)
where HA depends on derivatives of the densities and superfluid velocities.
Using the equation
∇µTµνuν + µADµJµA = F νA µJµuν , (2.11)
One can show that there is a conserved entropy current when πµν = νµA = HA = 0, provided
that3
fABu
µξνA(DµξB ν −DνξB µ − FB µν) = 0. (2.12)
In the Abelian case this matches with the definition of the superfluid velocity as the co-
variant derivative of the Goldstone boson ξµ = −∂µϕ+Aµ. In the non-Abelian case, there
can be additional non-linear terms
DµξAν −DνξAµ + λξǫABCξB µξC ν = FAµν . (2.13)
If we ignore gauge invariance, the gauge potential AAµ that determines the field strength
would have as many independent components as ξAµ, so the number of independent equa-
tions would be sufficient to fix the superfluid velocities. However, because of gauge invari-
ance, the number of independent equations is smaller. In the absence of external sources,
if λξ = 0 there can be a gradient part ξ
µ
A = −∂µϕA that is not fixed by the equations of
3One needs to use the first law in the following gauge-invariant form:
∇µεn = T∇µs+ µADµqA + fABξ
ν
ADµξB ν .
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motion. If λξ 6= 0, then the part that is not fixed is of the form of a pure gauge SU(2)
potential
ξAµ =
i
λξ
(g−1∂µg)A, g ∈ SU(2). (2.14)
This justifies the addition of the Josephson condition (2.10) to the hydrodynamic equations.
When the dissipative terms are non-zero, the canonical entropy current is defined as
Jµs = su
µ − 1
T
πµνuν − µA
T
νµA. (2.15)
The divergence of the entropy current obeys
∇µJµs = −πµν∇µ
(uν
T
)
+ νµA
(
EAµ
T
−Dµ
(µA
T
))
+
HA
T
Dµ(fABξ
µ
B), (2.16)
where we defined the electric field as EµA = F
µν
A uν . In order to impose the condition that
the divergence of the entropy current is non-negative ∇µJµs ≥ 0 we should be able to write
the r.h.s. of (2.16) as a sum of squares. This implies that the dissipative terms can only
depend on
σµν , vµA = P
µαDα
(µA
T
)
− E
µ
A
T
, sA = Dµ(fABξ
µ
B), θ = ∇µuµ, (2.17)
where the strain rate tensor is
σµν = PµαP νβ(∇αuβ +∇βuα − Pαβ∇σuσ). (2.18)
In principle it might be possible to modify the entropy current in such a way that there
would be more allowed first order terms than the ones we present in (2.17).4 However,
as we discuss in appendix A, even if such terms were present they would not affect to
the analysis of the Hall viscosity and the angular momentum density. We will then keep
the discussion with the canonical entropy current bearing in mind that more general non-
Abelian superfluid hydrodynamics might be possible (if this were the case our analysis
could be understood as a subclass of theories where some transport coefficients are zero).
2.1 Superfluid velocities in non-Abelian theories
We presented above a consistent set of hydrodynamic equations and thermodynamic re-
lations, that reduces to a familiar form in the Abelian case with ξµ being the superfluid
velocity. In the non-Abelian case the properties of the superfluid should depend on the
pattern of symmetry breaking. For a group G broken to a subgroup H, the Goldstone
bosons parametrize a coset G/H. Let g ∈ G and h ∈ H be group elements, such that the
coset is determined by the equivalence g ∼ gh−1. We define the superfluid velocity as an
element in the algebra5
ξµ = ig
−1∂µg +Aµ. (2.19)
4We would like to thank the referee for pointing this out to us.
5Under a local transformation g → gh−1 the gauge field transforms as Aµ → hAµh
−1 − ih∂µh
−1.
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In order to describe a coset we have to demand that the hydrodynamics currents are
invariant under a global transformation ξµ → h−1ξµh with h ∈ H. This means adding
additional constraints on the superfluid velocities. We will not pursue this direction here
but in the following we will study the case where the group is completely broken.
Another new characteristic compared to the Abelian case is that the symmetry can be
broken if the currents acquire a non-zero expectation value. In the non-Abelian case the
components of ξµA do not simply map to the gradient of the Goldstones, but they describe
more generally the expectation value of the current. We will discuss this in more detail in
the next sections. For now we will focus on finding an appropriate parametrization of the
superfluid velocities.
There are two marked directions both in real and internal space. In real space the
marked direction is determined by the velocity of the normal component uµ, while in the
internal space it is determined by the chemical potential µA. We will decompose the
superfluid velocities in the directions parallel and transverse to both.
The completely parallel direction is determined by the Josephson condition (2.10). The
dissipative term HA will not be important for us, since we will use the decomposition of the
superfluid velocity in order to classify the first order terms. Then, at the ideal order we have
ξµA = −µAuµ + ζµA, uµζµA = 0. (2.20)
We further decompose ζµA in the parallel and transverse directions to µA:
ζµA = N
µµA + ζˆ
µ
A, (2.21)
where the Abelian component of the superfluid velocity is
Nµ =
ζµAµA
µ2
, (2.22)
and ζˆµAµA = 0. Note that for SU(2) ζˆ
µ
A in 2 + 1 dimensions has four independent compo-
nents before using the equations of motion. In order to find a suitable parametrization we
first define the ‘spatial velocity’ vectors
v = (u1, u2), m = (µ1, µ2). (2.23)
Then, the transverse components can be written in matrix form as (the first column cor-
responds to A = 3 and the first row to µ = 0):
ζˆµA =
(
ζλ(v
T σ¯λm) −µ3ζλ(vT σ¯λ)
−u0ζλ(σ¯λm) µ3u0ζλσ¯λ
)
, (2.24)
where λ = 0, 1, 2, 3 and the σ¯λ matrices are defined as the identity and the Pauli matrices:
σ¯ = {1, σ1, iσ2, σ3}. (2.25)
The four independent components of ζˆµA are parametrized by ζλ.
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2.2 Dissipative terms
We are interested in the behaviour of transport coefficients close to the critical point be-
tween the normal and the superconducting phase.6 This implies that ζµA should be small,
either because a large superfluid velocity will destroy the superconducting phase or because
ζµa acts as an order parameter and it should vanish as the critical point is approached.
We will perform an expansion for small ζµA ∼ ǫ≪ 1, this means that both Nµ and ζˆµA
are small ∼ ǫ. Within this expansion we will construct all possible terms to O(ǫ2) that
lead to a consistent hydrodynamic theory. Note, that the transport coefficient themselves
can also be expanded in the scalars N2 and ζˆαAζˆαA.
We define the even and odd projectors in the directions transverse to the chemical
potential
PAB = δAB − µAµB
µ2
, CAB = ǫABCµC . (2.26)
To order O(ǫ) we can use the following two-index combinations of the transverse superfluid
velocity
ζˆµA, ζ˜
µ
A = CAB ζˆ
µ
B. (2.27)
To order O(ǫ2) we can use the following independent combinations
ζµν = ζˆµAζˆ
ν
A, ζ˜
µν = ζˆµAζ˜
ν
A, ζAB = ζˆ
α
AζˆαB. (2.28)
Note, that ζµν = ζνµ and ζ˜µν = −ζ˜νµ.
We will decompose the dissipative terms using the Abelian component of the velocity
and the chemical potential
πµν = NµNνΣ1 + P
µνΣ2 +N
(µV
ν)
1 + τ
(µν) + ζµνΣT ,
νµA = N
µµAΣ3 +N
µV1A + V
µ
2 µA + ζˆ
µ
AΣV,1 + ζ˜
µ
AΣV,2 + τ
µ
A,
HA = µAΣ4 + V2A,
(2.29)
where VAµA = τ
µ
AµA = 0. All the possible first order terms to O(ǫ
2) can be found in the
appendix B.1.
3 Symmetry locked phases
One of our goals is to understand the origin and how general is the relation between the Hall
viscosity and angular momentum density found in [13] for the holographic p-wave model.
In this model there is a nonzero chemical potential and charge density that we can choose
to be µ3 6= 0, q3 6= 0. Lorentz and SU(2) symmetries are then reduced to spatial rotations
SO(2)S and the U(1)3 subgroup that leaves the chemical potential invariant. The parity
breaking terms appear in a broken phase, where the currents acquire and expectation value
〈J ia〉 ∝ δia in such a way that space and flavour indices are related. We dub this as the
6We assume here that there is no first order phase transition.
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‘locked’ phase by analogy with the color-flavour locking phase of QCD [25]. In this phase
the remaining symmetries are spontaneously broken to a diagonal U(1):
SO(2)S ×U(1)3 → U(1)D. (3.1)
Therefore, we expect this theory to have a single Goldstone mode. The origin of parity
breaking is easy to understand, the SU(2) structure constants are epsilon tensors that
break internal ‘parity’ transformations. After the locking, this breaking is transferred to
the spatial directions as well. We can consider a transformation acting on the components
of an object with one internal index Va as V1 ↔ V2. The theory has also initially parity
symmetry x1 ↔ x2. When the locking is made, the components of the non-Abelian current
become J ia ∼ δia, which is invariant only under a combination of the internal and parity
transformations. However, the internal transformation is not a symmetry because there are
terms with epsilon tensors ǫABC that change sign. Then, the would-be parity symmetry al-
lowed by the locking that is a combination of space and internal symmetries is broken by the
epsilon terms. This means that there is no additional Z2 symmetry in the superfluid phase.
When the normal fluid is at rest uµ = (1, 0), we can describe the locked phase in the
hydrodynamic regime by setting
µA = µδ
3
A, qA = qnδ
3
A, N
µ = 0, ζλ = (ζs, 0, 0, 0). (3.2)
Then,
ζˆµA = −µζs
(
0 0
0 δia
)
. (3.3)
Here ζs is proportional to the p-wave condensate, more precisely
J ia = f0µζsδ
i
a = 〈O〉δia. (3.4)
If we demand that ζs is constant in the absence of sources, this means that in the equation
of motion for ξµA (2.13) the coefficient of the non-linear term should vanish λξ = 0.
There are several possible extensions to non-zero velocities of the normal component
that lead to qualitatively different results. We will distinguish between locking in the lab
frame and locking in the rest frame of the fluid. We present them here and discuss in the
next section how the Hall viscosity is affected by the locking.
3.1 Locking in the lab frame
We fix the locking to be (3.2) even at non-zero velocities. The transverse components of
the superfluid velocity are in this case:
ζˆµA = µζs
(
0 −ua
0 u0δ
i
a
)
, (3.5)
We can also write it as ζˆµA = µζsPˆ
µ
A. At the ideal order the currents are
JµA = (qn + qs)δ
3
Au
µ − 〈O〉PˆµA, (3.6)
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where we have used (3.4), and we identified the superfluid charge density as
qs = µ(f0 + fµµ
2). (3.7)
From (2.29), we are left with the following dissipative terms
πµν = PµνΣ2 + τ
(µν) + ζµνΣT ,
νµA = µδ
3
AV
µ
2 + ζˆ
µ
AΣV,1 + ζ˜
µ
AΣV,2 + τ
µ
A,
HA = µδ
3
AΣ4 + V2A,
(3.8)
where V3 = τ
µ
3 = 0.
After the locking, the basic building blocks allowed by the entropy equation (2.17)
become (in the absence of external sources)
σµν , vµA = P
µα∂α
(µ
T
)
δ3A, sA = ∂µ(−qsuµδ3A + 〈O〉PˆµA), θ = ∂µuµ. (3.9)
We wrote explicitly all the first order terms that survive the locking to O(ǫ2) in the ap-
pendix B.2.
3.2 Locking in the rest frame
By ‘locking in the rest frame’ we mean that the normal component of the fluid and the
chemical potential point in the same direction (taking ‘time’ to be the third direction).
This can be achieved by setting µA = −µuA/
√
(u0)2 + u2i ≡ −µuA/u (u3 = u0), Nµ = 0
and ζλ = (ζs, 0, 0, 0). Note that the normalization of the chemical potential is necessary in
order to keep the condition µAµA = µ
2.
Then,
ζˆµA = −
µζs
u
(
u2k −u0ua
−u0ui u20δia
)
. (3.10)
We can also write it as ζˆµA = −µζsu PˆµA = −µζsu (PµA + P˜µA), where
P˜µA =
(
0 0
0 u2kδ
i
a − uiua
)
. (3.11)
At the ideal order the currents are
JµA = −(qn + qs)uµ
uA
u
+
〈O〉
u
PˆµA, (3.12)
where we used (3.4) and (3.7).
For this type of locking the dissipative terms (2.29) are
πµν = PµνΣ2 + τ
(µν) + ζµνΣT ,
νµA = −µ
uA
u
V µ2 + ζˆ
µ
AΣV,1 + ζ˜
µ
AΣV,1 + τ
µ
A,
HA = −µuA
u
Σ4 + V2A,
(3.13)
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where VAuA = τ
µ
AuA = 0. The basic building blocks allowed by the entropy equation (2.17)
become
σµν , vµA = −Pµα∂α
( µ
Tu
)
uA− µ
Tu
Pµα∂αuA, sA = ∂µ
(
qsu
µuA
u
− 〈O〉
u
PˆµA
)
, θ = ∂µu
µ.
(3.14)
The allowed first order terms to O(ǫ2) for this kind of locking can be found in the ap-
pendix B.3.
4 Parity breaking effects
As we discussed, the locking will introduce parity breaking terms in the constitutive re-
lations. We will first identify all the terms that can appear and at what order in ǫ. We
will solve the hydrodynamic equations with external sources to identify the Hall viscosity
and angular momentum density in the frame where there is no current J i3 = 0,
7 which
we identify as the ground state of the system. We will match the hydrodynamic solutions
with linear response to derive Kubo formulas that determine the transport coefficients re-
sponsible for the parity breaking physics. This will be useful later to compare with the
holographic p-wave model.
In the linear response analysis we set to zero the velocity of the normal component, so
the results are valid for both the locking in the lab frame and in the rest frame. When the ve-
locity is non-zero but small there will be a Hall viscosity term in the stress tensor of the form
T ijH = −η˜Hǫ(ikσj)k , σij = ∂iuj + ∂jui − δij∂kuk. (4.1)
It turns out that the coefficient of this term depends on the type of locking. As we will
see it is the same as the linear response coefficient for a locking in the lab frame but
parametrically larger (close to the critical point) for locking in the rest frame.
4.1 Terms in the constitutive relations
We list all the possible terms that appear in the locked phase in the appendix B.2 and B.3.
For the locking in the lab frame, we list the terms that break parity and the order at which
they appear in the expansion. We also give their approximate form for small velocities:
• Tensor τµν :
O(ǫ2) σµν ζ˜
αν ∼ 〈O〉2ǫikσjk. (4.2)
This term introduces the Hall viscosity.
• Mixed tensor τµA:
O(ǫ) σµαζ˜
α
A ∼ 〈O〉ǫ ka σik. (4.3)
7Here we are referring to a physical frame and not to the ambiguity in the choice of hydrodynamic
variables.
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• Vector V µ:
O(ǫ2) sAζ˜
µ
A ∼ 〈O〉ǫij∂j〈O〉,
O(ǫ2) vαAζ˜
µαµA ∼ 〈O〉2ǫij∂j
(µ
T
)
.
(4.4)
The second term introduces a Hall conductivity J i3 = σ
33
H ǫ
ijE3 j .
• Internal vector VA:
O(ǫ) sBCBA ∼ ǫ ia ∂i〈O〉,
O(ǫ) vαB ζ˜
α
AµB ∼ 〈O〉ǫ ia ∂i
(µ
T
)
.
(4.5)
• Scalar Σ: no terms.
Note, that because sa ∼ ∂a〈O〉, the associated terms are actually one order higher in ǫ
than na¨ıvely expected.
For the locking in the rest frame we have the same terms, plus a few additional more.
All the new terms are proportional to vµA as given in (3.14), and they come from the term
∝ Pµα∂αuA. We can decompose the transverse derivative of the velocity in shear, curl and
scalar components:
Pαµ ∂αuA =
1
2
σµA +
1
2
ωµA +
1
2
PµAθ. (4.6)
At small velocities we do the approximation
Pαµ ∂αuA ≃
1
2
σijδ
j
a +
1
2
ωijδ
j
a +
1
2
δia∂kv
k, (4.7)
where ωij = ∂iuj − ∂jui is the vorticity. The extra terms are then
• Tensor τµν :
O(ǫ) vµAζ˜
ν
A ∼ 〈O〉ǫik(σjk + ω jk + δjkθ). (4.8)
The last term ∝ θ actually drops from the symmetric stress tensor, while the second
term ∝ ωij is a scalar contribution, as one can check by using ωij = ǫijω.
• Mixed tensor τµA:
O(1) vµBCBA ∼ ǫ ka (σjk + ω jk + δjkθ),
O(ǫ2) vαBζ
µαCBA, vαB ζ˜
µαPBA, vαB ζˆ
µ
B ζ˜
α
A, vαB ζ˜
µ
B ζˆ
α
A
∼ 〈O〉2ǫ ka (σjk + ω jk + δjkθ).
(4.9)
• Vector V µ: no additional terms.
• Internal vector VA: no additional terms.
• Scalar Σ:
O(ǫ) vαAζ˜
α
A ∼ 〈O〉ǫijωij = 2〈O〉ω. (4.10)
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There are two main observations we wish to make. The first is that locking does not
necessarily introduce all possible parity breaking terms. For instance, terms depending
on the vorticity are absent for the locking in the lab frame, and terms depending on the
magnetic field are absent in both cases. For comparison, a complete list of parity breaking
terms in normal fluids can be found in [26].8 The second is that terms depending on
the strain rate σij (tensor) are parametrically larger when we do the locking in the rest
frame. On the other hand, the terms depending on gradients of chemical potential and the
expectation value 〈O〉 (vector) are the same for both lockings. The last are responsible for
the angular momentum density, so we find that
η˜labH
ℓ
∼ 1, η˜
rest
H
ℓ
∼ 1
ǫ
≫ 1. (4.11)
However, the Hall viscosity as computed from linear response ηH is not the same as η˜H for
the locked phase in the rest frame. We will derive Kubo formulas for both Hall viscosities
and for the angular momentum density in the following.
4.2 Response to external metric and viscosities
We introduce a background metric of the form g00 = −1, gi0 = 0, gij = δij + hij(t). The
only contributions to dissipative terms that are of linear order in the metric come from the
strain rate tensor
σµν = −2Γαµνuα. (4.12)
The non-zero components are space-like σij = ∂thij . Using the results from the ap-
pendix B.1 we get the following dissipative terms to O(ǫ2)
• Tensor τµν
O(1) σij ,
O(ǫ2) 〈O〉2σij , 〈O〉2σikǫkj .
(4.13)
• Mixed tensor τµA
O(ǫ) 〈O〉σia, 〈O〉ǫakσik (4.14)
• Vector V µ1,2: none up to O(ǫ2).
• Internal vector V2A: none up to O(ǫ2).
• Scalar Σ2,4,T : none up to O(ǫ2).
The stress tensor and the currents become
T ij = ptδ
ij − pthij − ησij − 2ηHǫ(ikσj)k ,
J ia = 〈O〉δia − κσia − κHǫakσik,
(4.15)
8A similar study for non-relativistic fluids was made in [27].
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where
pt = p+
〈O〉2
f0
. (4.16)
This implies that the correlation functions with the traceless component of the stress tensor
T<ij> ≡ Tij − 12
(
(δij + hij)T
k
k − δijhklTkl
)
are
〈T<ij>T<kl>〉= iωη
2
(
δikδjl+δilδjk−δijδkl
)
+iω
ηH
2
(
ǫikδjl+ǫjkδil+ǫilδjk+ǫjlδik
)
, (4.17)
〈J iaT<kl>〉= iω
κ
2
(
δikδla+δ
ilδka−δiaδkl
)
+iω
κH
2
(
ǫ ka δ
il+ǫ la δ
ik−ǫ ia δkl
)
. (4.18)
The Kubo formulas for the parity-breaking coefficients are
ηH = lim
ω→0
1
4iω
ǫikδjl〈T<ij>T<kl>〉(ω,k = 0), (4.19)
κH = lim
ω→0
1
2iω
ǫikδ
a
l 〈J iaT<kl>〉(ω,k = 0). (4.20)
Similar Kubo formulas for the Hall viscosity were derived in [12, 26, 31].
4.3 Angular momentum density
The equilibrium solution in the locked phase has a finite normal density q3 = qn and the
following values for the superfluid velocities:
ξ3 0 = µ, ξa i = −〈O〉
f0
. (4.21)
We now allow the temperature, chemical potential and 〈O〉 to vary slowly over space, but
keeping a static configuration and zero velocity for the normal component. In the absence
of sources
T 0i = −qsδξi3, J i3 = −
qs
µ
δξi3 + ν
i
3, (4.22)
where we are expanding only up to first order terms. We are interested in configurations
where the current vanishes J i3 = 0, so that δξ
i
3 =
µ
qs
νi3 and
T 0i = −µνi3. (4.23)
The non-zero dissipative terms are proportional to
vi3 = ∂
i
(µ
T
)
, sa = ∂a〈O〉. (4.24)
Then, we have the following independent contributions to T 0i:
νi3 = −C1vi3 − C2si − C3ǫijv3 j − C4ǫijsj . (4.25)
All the contributions are O(ǫ2). Let us assume the coefficients Cn are approximately
constant, then the total angular momentum is, for a smoothly changing condensate
Lsmooth =
∫
d2x ǫijx
iT 0j =
∫
d2x 2µ
(
C3
µ
T
+ C4〈O〉
)
. (4.26)
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If we have a ‘droplet’ of superfluid of radius r0 with constant density and condensate (so
for instance 〈O〉 ∼ 〈O〉Θ(r0 − r) and similarly for µ), the angular momentum picks up a
contribution from the boundary of the droplet:
Ldroplet = 2µπr
2
0
(
C3
µ
T
+ C4〈O〉
)
. (4.27)
Therefore, we can define the average angular momentum density as
ℓ =
Ldroplet
πr20
= 2µ
(
C3
µ
T
+ C4〈O〉
)
. (4.28)
Since the contributions are of order ℓ ∼ 〈O〉2 ∼ ǫ2, we found that generically
ηH
ℓ
∼ 1. (4.29)
4.3.1 Kubo formulas
In order to find the Kubo formulas for the angular momentum density we will need to
solve the hydrodynamic equations to leading order in derivatives and linear order in the
sources. We set the velocity to constant uµ = (1, 0) and consider only static configurations.
As external source we will allow only a constant gauge potential Aa 0, and we will allow a
fluctuation δξ0 3.
From the current conservation equation we get
0 = DµJ
µ
A = u
µDµqA −Dµ(fABξµB) ⇒ sA = uµDµqA = D0qA. (4.30)
Then,
s3 = 0, sa = qnǫabAb 0. (4.31)
The Josephson condition ξ3 0 = µ3 together with the equation for the superfluid velocity
DµξAν −DνξAµ = 0 leads to
Diµ3 = D0ξ3 i =
〈O〉
f0
ǫiaAa 0. (4.32)
We will now use the conservation equation of the stress tensor ∂kT
ki = 0
BT∂iT +BµDiδµ3 = 0, (4.33)
where
BX =
∂p
∂X
+
〈O〉2
f20
∂f0
∂X
, X = T, µ. (4.34)
The derivatives are evaluated at constant ζ2 = 2 〈O〉
2
f2
0
. Combining everything, we find
via = 0 and
vi3 =
(
1 +
µBµ
TBT
) 〈O〉
f0T
ǫiaAa 0 ≡ QǫiaAa 0. (4.35)
Then, the current becomes
J i3 = −(C1Q+ C2qn)ǫibAb 0 + (C3Q+ C4qn)δibAb 0. (4.36)
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We obtain the following Kubo formulas, for the correlators evaluated at ω = 0, k = 0,
C1Q+ C2qn = −1
2
ǫia〈J i3J0a 〉,
C3Q+ C4qn =
1
2
δia〈J i3J0a 〉.
(4.37)
We now introduce a non-zero space-dependent potential A3 0, so the electric field is non-
zero E3 i = ∂iA3 0 6= 0 and allow δξa 0 to fluctuate. The equations for current conservation
imply that sA = 0. The Josephson condition δξa 0 = δµa together with the equation for
the superfluid velocity DµξAν −DνξAµ = 0 leads to
Diµa = D0ξa i =
〈O〉
f0
ǫaiA3 0. (4.38)
We will now use the conservation equation of the stress tensor ∂kT
ki = qEi3
BT∂iT +BµaDiδµa = qE3 i. (4.39)
The derivatives are evaluated at constant ζ2 = 2 〈O〉
2
f2
0
and µ3. Combining everything, we
find
va i =
〈O〉
f0T
ǫaiA3 0,
v3 i = −
(
1 +
qµ
TBT
)
E3 i
T
+
µBµa
TBT
〈O〉
f0T
ǫaiA3 0 ≡ −α0∂iA3 0 + αiA3 0.
(4.40)
We are left with the current
J i3 = C1α0∂
iA3 0 − C1αiA3 0 + C3α0ǫij∂jA3 0 − C3ǫijαjA3 0. (4.41)
Therefore,
C3 = − i
2α0
lim
k→0
ǫij
∂
∂kj
〈J i3J03 〉(ω = 0,k). (4.42)
Note that C3 is related to the Hall conductivity, we will comment more on this in the
conclusions.
4.4 Hall viscosity term at non-zero velocity
The enhanced Hall viscosity that appears when we do the locking in the rest frame is
generated by a term depending on via in π
ij . Note that the equation of motion for the
superfluid velocity and the Josephson condition imply
Diµa = Ea i +D0ξa i. (4.43)
Therefore,
va i =
1
T
D0ξa i. (4.44)
We introduce a source Aa i which is time-dependent but independent of the spatial coordi-
nates and satisfies the conditions
δiaAa i = 0, ǫ
i
aAa i = 0. (4.45)
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The hydrodynamic equations are automatically satisfied to leading order in derivatives and
the sources. The Fourier transform of the superfluid velocity is
δξa i = Aa i +
µ
iω
ǫabAa i. (4.46)
The stress tensor including the first order dissipative terms has the form
T ij = ptδ
ij − 〈O〉(δiaδξja + δjaδξia)− Cηδ(ia vj)a − CηH ǫ(iavj)a . (4.47)
Then, taking the variation with respect to the gauge field
〈T<ij>Jka 〉 = −
[
〈O〉+ iωCη
2T
− µCηH
2T
]
(δiaδ
jk + δjaδ
ik − δijδak)
−
[
µ〈O〉
iω
+
µCη
2T
+
iωCηH
2T
]
(ǫiaδ
jk + ǫjaδ
ik − δijǫka).
(4.48)
Note, that the conditions (4.45) for the gauge field are satisfied by the correlator
〈T<ij>Jka 〉δka = 〈T<ij>Jka 〉ǫka = 0. (4.49)
The Hall viscosity coefficient is related to CηH as
η˜H =
µ
2T
CηH . (4.50)
It is straightforward to derive the following Kubo formula
η˜H = 〈O〉+ 1
4
lim
ω→0
δiaδjk〈T<ij>Jka 〉(ω,k = 0). (4.51)
5 Comparison with holographic p-wave model
In this section we will check the consistency of the general hydrodynamic analysis by
comparing with the results obtained by Son and Wu [13] for the angular momentum density
and Hall viscosity in the holographic p-wave model [28–30]. We also compute the rest
frame Hall viscosity η˜H and find that the leading order contribution actually vanishes in
this model. In the following we present the basic features of the model and the results. We
have collected the equations of motion and useful formulas in appendix C.
The holographic p-wave model consists of Einstein gravity plus a cosmological constant
coupled to a non-Abelian SU(2) gauge field in 3+1 dimensions.
S =
1
2κ2
∫
d4x
√−g
(
R− 2Λ− 1
4
FAµνF
Aµν
)
. (5.1)
The background metric and gauge field are charged black hole solutions of the form
ds2 = −F (z)dt2 + dz
2
F (z)
+ r2(z)(dx2 + dy2),
A30 = φ(z), A
a
i = A(z)δ
a
i .
(5.2)
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As z → ∞ the metric approaches asymptotically AdS4. Applying the holographic dictio-
nary, this means that the dual field theory is a CFT with a SU(2) global symmetry at a
finite density and finite temperature state. There can also be zero temperature black holes
but we will not discuss them here.
The solutions for the gauge field are such that, as z →∞,9
φ ≃ µ+ 〈J
3
0 〉
z
, A ≃ 〈O〉
z
. (5.3)
From the dual field theory point of view this means that there is a non-zero chemical
potential µ3 = µ and an expectation value for the current 〈J ia〉 = 〈O〉δia. Therefore, the
SU(2) charged black holes presented above describe a locked phase like the ones we have
analyzed using hydrodynamics. This model has a second order phase transition at a critical
temperature Tc from the locked phase to an unbroken phase. Close to the critical point
〈O〉 ∼
√
(Tc − T )/Tc ∼ ǫ, (5.4)
and we can apply the same expansion that we used in the hydrodynamic model. The near-
critical expansion was used in [13] to compute the values of the Hall viscosity and angular
momentum density, so we can make a direct comparison.
5.1 Correlators and Kubo formulas
Let us collect here the expected orders in ǫ from the hydrodynamic analysis:
• Hall viscosity ηH ∼ O(ǫ2):
ηH = lim
ω→0
1
4iω
ǫikδjl〈T<ij>T<kl>〉(ω,k = 0). (5.5)
• Angular momentum density ℓ ∼ O(ǫ2):
ℓ = 2µC3
µ
T
+ 2µC4〈O〉,
C3Q+ C4qn =
1
2
δia〈J i3J0a 〉(ω = 0,k = 0),
C3 = − i
2α0
lim
k→0
ǫij
∂
∂kj
〈J i3J03 〉(ω = 0,k).
(5.6)
Where Q is defined in (4.35) and α0 in (4.40).
• Hall viscosity for locking in the rest frame η˜H ∼ O(ǫ):
η˜H = 〈O〉+ 1
4
lim
ω→0
δiaδjk〈T<ij>Jka 〉(ω,k = 0). (5.7)
There are four correlators whose leading order in ǫ we need to estimate. The calculation of
ηH using the Kubo formula was made in [13] originally. One can use their result to show that
9This amounts to taking R = 1/2 in [13].
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it is O(ǫ2), but in appendix D we present a derivation that makes it more explicit. The an-
gular momentum density was also computed in [13], but using a different method. It would
be interesting to compare the exact (numerical) value obtained from the Kubo formula with
their result, but here we will limit ourselves to an estimation of the order of magnitude.
The correlators of the energy-momentum tensor and global SU(2) current in the dual
field theory can be computed by evaluating the (properly renormalized) on-shell action
of small fluctuations around the background solution. The fluctuations of the metric and
gauge field take the form
gµν = g¯µν + hµν , A
A
µ = A¯
A
µ + a
A
µ , (5.8)
where g¯µν and A¯
A
µ are the background solutions. We perform an expansion of the equations
of motion in A ∼ ǫ and solve the equations order by order. In most cases we will not need
to find the explicit form of the solution to estimate the order of the transport coefficients.
Following [13], at zero momentum we can split the fluctuations according to their repre-
sentation under the unbroken U(1) group mixing space and time components. For the met-
ric and gauge field they group into tensor, vector and scalar. Both Hall viscosity coefficients
appear from tensor fluctuations, while the angular momentum density has a contribution
from the vector fluctuation and a contribution that originates from momentum-dependent
fluctuations that mix scalar with vector fluctuations.
These are the fluctuations that we will turn on in order to compute each of the coeffi-
cients:
• Hall viscosity ηH : time-dependent hij with δijhij = 0.
• Angular momentum density: a constant vector contribution a3i and aa0, and a space-
dependent mixed contribution a3i , a
3
0.
• Hall viscosity in rest frame η˜H : time-dependent hij with δijhij = 0 and aai with
δiaa
a
i = 0.
The expansion of the fluctuations close to the boundary z →∞ is
hij ≃ Hij + Tij
z3
+ · · · , aAµ = AAµ +
J Aµ
z
+ · · · . (5.9)
Where in the dual field theory Hij and AAµ are the sources for the energy-momentum
tensor and global SU(2) current and Tij and J Aµ are proportional to the expectation values,
following the usual AdS/CFT dictionary. The correlators are found by taking variations
of the on-shell action with respect to the sources
〈JµAJνB〉 =
δ2Son-shell
δAAµ δABν
,
〈TµνJλA〉 =
δ2Son-shell
δHµνδAAλ
,
〈TµνT λσ〉 = δ
2Son-shell
δHµνδHλσ .
(5.10)
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The details about the renormalization of the on-shell action and the derivation of the
equations of motion can be found in the original reference [13]. In the following we estimate
the order of the transport coefficients.
5.2 Vector contribution to angular momentum density
For a vector fluctuation with h0i = 0, a
3
i and a
a
0, the equations of motion are, to leading
and next-to-leading order in A10
r2φ′(a3i )
′ = −r2A′(ai0)′,
[F (a3i )
′]′ =
λ2φA
F
ai0,(
ai0
φ
)′
=
F
r2φ2
[
A′a3i −A(a3i )′
]
.
(5.11)
To leading order in A we have the solutions
a3i = A3i , aa0 =
φ
µ
Aa0. (5.12)
To next order in A the solutions become
a3i = A3i −
A
µ
Ai0,
aa0 =
φ
µ
Aa0 −A3iφ
∫ ∞
z
dz˜
F (z˜)A′(z˜)
r2(z˜)φ2(z˜)
.
(5.13)
The on-shell action is
S = − lim
z→∞
1
4κ2
∫
d3x
√−g¯aAν fAzν . (5.14)
Since we are in the gauge where the radial components are zero, fAzµ = ∂za
A
µ . Then, the
action becomes
S = − lim
z→∞
1
4κ2
∫
d3x r2
[
−aa0∂zaa0 +
F
r2
a3i ∂za
3
i
]
. (5.15)
In particular, the cross term is
Scross = lim
z→∞
1
2κ2
∫
d3xAa0A3a
1
µ
[
FA′ − r2φ′φ
∫
z
FA′
r2φ2
]
. (5.16)
The expansion close to the boundary is
F ≃ 4z2, φ ≃ µ, φ′ ≃ −φ1
z2
, A ≃ α1
z
, r2 ≃ 4z2. (5.17)
This gives
Scross =
1
2κ2
∫
d3xAa0A3a
[−4α1
µ
]
. (5.18)
Using that the expectation value of the dual current is
〈O〉 = 2α1
κ2
, (5.19)
10The full equations can be found in the appendix (C.8) and (C.9).
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we find that the two-point function to leading order in the vev and at zero frequency and
momentum is
〈J i3J0a 〉(ω = 0,k = 0) = −
〈O〉
µ
δia. (5.20)
Then,
δai 〈J i3J0a 〉(ω = 0,k = 0) ∼ ǫ. (5.21)
5.3 Mixed contribution to the angular momentum density
We want to check what is the order of the 〈J30J3i 〉 ∼ ǫijkj contribution. We will do it in the
probe approximation, where the metric fluctuation is set to zero by hand. The equations
of motion of the gauge fluctuation aAµ in the background A
A
µ are
∇µfAµν + λǫABC(ABµ fC µν + aBµ FC µν) = 0. (5.22)
Assuming time derivatives are zero, this becomes
0 = ∂zf
Azν + ∂if
A iν + 2
r′
r
fAzν (5.23)
+λ
[
ǫA3CφfC 0ν+ǫAiCAfC iν+δνzφ
′ǫAb3ab0−δνz ǫABi
A′F
r2
aBi −ǫABCǫC3i
φA
Fr2
(aB0 δ
ν
i −aBi δν0 )
]
.
We are working in the gauge aAz = 0 and impose the condition ∂ia
3
i = 0. We can set a
a
i = 0,
the A = 3, ν = z equation is automatically satisfied. The A = a, ν = z equation is
ǫab(φ(ab0)
′ − φ′ab0)− ǫai
F
r2
(A(a3i )
′ −A′a3i ) = 0. (5.24)
The solution to this equation is
ab0 = δ
ibφ
∫ z F
r2
(A(a3i )
′ −A′a3i ). (5.25)
The remaining ν 6= z equations are
∂zf
Az0 + ∂if
A i0 + 2
r′
r
fAz0 + λ
(
AǫAiCfC i0 + ǫABCǫC3i
φA
Fr2
aBi
)
=0,
∂zf
Azj+∂if
A ij+2
r′
r
fAzj+λ
(
ǫA3CφfC 0j+ǫAiCAfC ij−ǫABCǫC3i φA
Fr2
aB0
)
=0.
(5.26)
Where the field strengths are
fAzµ = ∂za
A
µ , f
3
i0 = ∂ia
3
0, f
3
ij = ∂ia
3
j − ∂ja3i ,
fai0 = λAǫ
aia30, f
a
ij = λA(ǫ
aia3j − ǫaja3i ).
(5.27)
We can rewrite the equations as
fAz0 = − 1
r2
∫ z
dz
(
∂if
A i0 + λ
(
AǫAiCfC i0 + ǫABCǫC3i
φA
Fr2
aBi
))
,
fAzi = − 1
r2
∫ z
dz
(
∂if
A ij + λ
(
ǫA3CφfC 0j + ǫAiCAfC ij − ǫABCǫC3i φA
Fr2
aB0
))
.
(5.28)
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Then, the on-shell action will contain terms of the form
S = − 1
4κ2
∫
z→∞
d3x
√−gaAµ fAzµ
=
1
4κ2
∫
z→∞
d3x
[
a30
∫ z
dz
(
∂if
3 i0 + λAǫiafa i0
)
+a3i
∫ z
dz
(
∂if
3 ij + λ
(
ǫiaAfa ij − φA
Fr2
ai0
))
+aa0
∫ z
dz
(
∂if
a i0 + λ
(
Aǫaif3 i0 − φA
Fr2
a3i
))]
.
(5.29)
The first two terms don’t mix the a3i and a
3
0 fluctuations. The first two in the last term
are roughly
∼ A2a3i ǫij∂ja30. (5.30)
Therefore,
〈J i3J03 〉(ω = 0,k) ∼ iǫijkjA2, (5.31)
and
lim
k→0
ǫij
∂
∂kj
〈J i3J03 〉(ω = 0,k) ∼ ǫ2. (5.32)
Together with (5.21), this confirms the hydrodynamic analysis:
C3 ∼ ǫ2, C4 ∼ ǫ ⇒ ℓ ∼ ǫ2. (5.33)
5.4 Hall viscosity in the rest frame
To leading order in A, the equations for the tensor modes are11
0 = (r2Fh′i)
′,
0 = (Fa′i)
′ +
λ2φ1
F
ai.
(5.34)
We are following the notation of [13], where hi = {hxy, hxx− hyy}, ai = {a2x+ a1y, a1x− a2y}.
The solution regular at the horizon for the metric is simply the constant solution
hi = h
b
i . For the gauge field it takes the form
ai =
A(1)
α
(1)
0
Abi , (5.35)
where A(1) is the regular solution of the background equations of motion when they are
linearized in A. It asymptotes the value α
(1)
0 as z →∞.
To next-to-leading order, we have to solve the equations
0 = (r2Fδh′i)
′ − 2
[
−FA′A(1)′ + λ
2φ2A
F
A(1)
] Abi
α
(1)
0
,
0 = (Fδa′i)
′ +
λ2φ2
F
δai.
(5.36)
11The full equations can be found in the appendix (C.11) and (C.12).
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We can make δai = 0. Using the equation of motion for A
(1), we can simplify the equation
for δhi to
0 = (r2Fδh′i)
′ + 2(FAA(1)
′
)′
Abi
α
(1)
0
, (5.37)
Then, the solution is
δhi = 2
Abi
α
(1)
0
∫ ∞
z
dz˜
AA(1)
′
r2
. (5.38)
Note that the solution is regular at the horizon. The expansion close to the boundary is
hi ≃ hbi + 2
Abi
α
(1)
0
×O
(
1
z4
)
,
ai ≃ Abi
(
1 +
α
(1)
1
α
(1)
0
1
z
+ · · ·
)
.
(5.39)
To this order, there is only a mixed contribution to the on-shell action coming from the
term
S
(2)
mix = limz→∞
1
2κ2
∫
d3xFA′hiai =
∫
d3x
−2α1
κ2
hbiAbi . (5.40)
From here one can derive the tensor-current correlator:
〈T<ij> Jka 〉 ≃ −〈O〉(δikδja + δiaδjk − δijδka). (5.41)
When introduce this result in the Kubo formula (5.7) we find that η˜H vanishes to this
order.
6 Conclusions
Our original motivation for this work has been the question of whether parity breaking
due to locking of internal and space symmetries in a superfluid phase leads generically to
the relation between the Hall viscosity and the angular momentum density ηH
ℓ
= 12 . For
other sources of parity breaking it is known not to be true, as has been shown in several
holographic models [26, 32, 33]. The reason to suspect that this could be the case is the
possibility that locking may imply the same origin for the generation of both the Hall
viscosity and the angular momentum density, thus linking their values.
In order to answer this question, we studied the first order hydrodynamics of relativistic
non-Abelian superfluid in 2 + 1 dimensions, where we locked the SU(2) internal symmetry
with the space symmetry. Note as a side remark, that the Goldstone bosons and the corre-
sponding superfluid velocities pattern in a non-Abelian superfluid depends on the pattern
of symmetry breaking, and the study of the general case is worth pursuing in the future.
The parity breaking due to the locking generated parity-odd terms in the constitutive
relations, which we analysed in detail. In particular we studied the relation between the
Hall viscosity and angular momentum density, which turned out to be generically of order
one, but not necessarily one half. The holographic p-wave model studied in [13] falls within
our class of locked superfluid hydrodynamics, and we showed that our general results are
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compatible with it. As part of our analysis we have derived a Kubo formula for the
angular momentum density. We observe that it receives a contribution proportional to the
Hall conductivity (4.42). This suggests that a similar formula exists for Abelian fluids,
explaining the appearance of non-zero angular momentum density in holographic models
with a Chern-Simons term for the dual gauge field [26, 32–35].
Finally, we demonstrated how locking corrects parity-even transport such as shear and
bulk viscosities, and also found that there are qualitatively different extensions of transports
and in particular Hall viscosity to non-zero velocities.
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A Modification of the entropy current
The canonical entropy current is
Jµcan = su
µ − π
µν
T
uν − νµA
µA
T
. (A.1)
The entropy current can have additional terms
Jµs = J
µ
can + S
µ. (A.2)
Where Sµ should be such that
∇µJµs ≥ 0. (A.3)
In principle having Sµ allows more independent first order terms than those allowed by the
canonical entropy current alone, that for us were σµν , θ, vµA and sA.
We make the following simplification. Both parity and time-reversal invariance are
not broken explicitly, so there are no epsilon tensors appearing in the first order terms and
Onsager’s relations should be satisfied. This implies that there are no cancellations among
first order terms in the divergence of the entropy current. Therefore,
∇µJµs = (canonical quadratic terms) + (new quadratic terms) + (cross terms) . (A.4)
The new quadratic terms can only come from the divergence of Sµ.
In our case we expand
Sµ = uµΣu +N
µΣN + V
µ, (A.5)
where uµV
µ = NµV
µ = 0. For purely Abelian configurations, the analysis of [22] verified
that there are no new independent terms when parity and time reversal invariance are
unbroken and Sµ could be set to zero. This implies that possible new terms should be
proportional to the non-Abelian superfluid velocity ζˆµA (terms depending on the chemical
potential and external fields get an index but are otherwise the same). To the order we are
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working this means that the new quadratic terms must be quadratic in ζˆµA, and it should
be possible to write them as the square of new terms linear in the non-Abelian components
of the superfluid velocity. If there are no such terms then the canonical entropy current
will not be modified.
In the locked phase we set the Abelian velocity Nµ = 0 and the sources to zero, so we
will check whether, in this subclass of configurations, there can be additional terms in the
entropy current. The first derivative terms we can have are
σµν , ωµν = P
α
µ P
β
ν (∂αuβ − ∂βuα), aµ = uα∂αuµ, θ, ∂µ
(µA
T
)
, ∂µT, ∂µζˆ
ν
A. (A.6)
Then, at O(ζˆ2) in the scalar sector Σu we have 6 terms
Si=1,...,6 = ζˆ
2 ×
[
θ, uα∂αT, u
α∂α
(µA
T
)
µA
]
; ζµνσµν , ζ˜
µνωµν , u
µ∂µζˆ
2. (A.7)
In the vector sector V µ we have 13 terms
V µi=1,...,13 =
[
ζˆ2Pµα, ζµα, ζ˜µα
]
×
[
aα, ∂αT, ∂α
(µA
T
)
µA
]
; Pµα∂αζˆ
2,
ζˆαAP
µν ×
[
∂αζˆν A, ∂ν ζˆαA
]
; ζˆµA∂αζˆ
α
A.
(A.8)
Note that not all the terms are necessarily independent but they may be related by the
ideal order equations of motion. We write the O(ζˆ2) contributions to the entropy as
Σ(2)u =
∑
i
si(T, µA)Si, V
(2)µ =
∑
i
vi(T, µA)V
µ
i , (A.9)
and
∂µS
(2)µ =
∑
i
∂si
∂T
uµ∂µTSi +
∂si
∂µA/T
uµ∂µ
(µA
T
)
Si + siθSi + siu
µ∂µSi
+
∑
i
∂vi
∂T
V µi ∂µT +
∂vi
∂µA/T
V µi ∂µ
(µA
T
)
+ vi∂µV
µ
i .
(A.10)
From this expression we see that the possible quadratic terms are, from the scalar terms
ζˆ2 (uα∂αT )
2 , ζˆ2
(
uα∂α
(µA
T
)
µA
)2
, ζˆ2θ2,
(
uα∂αζˆ
µ
A
)2
. (A.11)
The last term comes from uµ∂µS6. From the vector terms we have
ζˆ2 (Pµα∂αT )
2 , ζˆ2
(
Pµα∂α
(µA
T
)
µA
)2
,
(
∂αζˆ
α
A
)2
,
(
∂αζˆ
β
A
)2
. (A.12)
The last two terms originate from the ∂µV
µ
i terms. All these terms can be written as the
square of the following first-order terms
ζˆµA ×
[
uα∂αT, u
α∂α
(µB
T
)
µB, θ
]
, uα∂αζˆ
µ
A, ∂αζˆ
α
A,
ζˆµA ×
[
P να∂αT, P
να∂α
(µB
T
)
µB
]
, ∂µζˆ
ν
A,
ζ˜µA ×
[
uα∂αT, u
α∂α
(µB
T
)
µB, θ
]
,
ζ˜µA ×
[
P να∂αT, P
να∂α
(µB
T
)
µB
]
.
(A.13)
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The terms in the second and fourth lines are tensors with a global index τµνA , so they
cannot appear in any of the dissipative contributions to the energy-momentum tensor or
the current. The last term in the second line could appear in HA, while the remaining
terms could appear in νµA (in fact the terms proportional to θ are already there, so they do
not introduce anything new).
The only terms that in principle could affect to our discussion of parity breaking in
the locked phases are then the first two terms in the third line, that are proportional to ζ˜µA.
However, their only effect is to add additional scalar contributions to the current, even after
locking. Therefore, they do not affect to the Hall viscosity or the angular momentum. In
section 4.1 the only effect is to add new terms in the scalar part below (4.5) and in (4.10),
only in the dissipative terms of the current (not in the energy-momentum tensor). For the
calculations involving the angular momentum density, in section 4.2 the only non-vanishing
terms are proportional to the shear viscosity, so the new terms are absent. In section 4.3
we consider static configurations with vanishing normal component of the velocity, so it is
clear that the new terms also vanish. For the analysis of the Hall viscosity in section 4.4
we study the energy-momentum tensor, where the possible new terms do not enter.
B Dissipative terms
We collect in this appendix the dissipative terms that can appear to O(ǫ2), in a general
non-Abelian superfluid and in the different locked phases.
B.1 General non-Abelian superfluid
Using basic building blocks allowed by the entropy equation (2.17) we can construct the
following terms12
• Tensor τµν
O(1) σµν ,
O(ǫ) vµAζˆ
ν
A, v
µ
Aζ˜
ν
A, (B.1)
O(ǫ2) σµαζ
αν , σµν ζ˜
αν .
• Mixed tensor τµA
O(1) vµBPBA, v
µ
BCBA
O(ǫ) σµαζˆ
α
A, σ
µ
αζ˜
α
A (B.2)
O(ǫ2) vαBζ
µαPBA, vα bζ
µαCBA, vαB ζ˜
µαPBA, vαB ζˆ
µ
B ζˆ
α
A, vαB ζˆ
µ
B ζ˜
α
A, vαB ζ˜
µ
B ζˆ
α
A, v
µ
BζBA.
• Vector V µ,
O(1) vµAµA
O(ǫ) σµαN
α, sAζˆ
µ
A, sAζ˜
µ
A
O(ǫ2) vαAζ
µαµA, vαAζ˜
µαµA, vαAN
αζˆµA, vαAN
αζ˜µA.
(B.3)
12Note that ǫABCǫA
′B′C′ = δAA
′
δBB
′
δCC
′
− δAB
′
δBA
′
δCC
′
+ cyclic permutations.
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• Internal vector VA
O(1) sBPAB, sBCBA,
O(ǫ) vαBN
αPAB, vαBN
αCAB, vαB ζˆ
α
AµB, vαB ζ˜
α
AµB,
O(ǫ2) σαβN
αζˆβA, σαβN
αζ˜βA, sBζAB.
(B.4)
• Scalar Σ,
O(1) θ, sAµA,
O(ǫ) vαAN
αµA, vαAζˆ
α
A, vαAζ˜
α
A,
O(ǫ2) σαβN
αNβ , σαβζ
αβ .
(B.5)
B.2 Locking in the lab frame
The terms that in principle survive after locking are
• Tensor τµν
O(1) σµν ,
O(ǫ) none,
O(ǫ2) σµαζ
αν , σµν ζ˜
αν .
(B.6)
• Mixed tensor τµA
O(1) none
O(ǫ) σµαζˆ
α
A, σ
µ
αζ˜
α
A
O(ǫ2) none.
(B.7)
• Vector V µ,
O(1) vµAµA
O(ǫ) sAζˆ
µ
A, sAζ˜
µ
A
O(ǫ2) vαAζ
µαµA, vαAζ˜
µαµA.
(B.8)
• Internal vector VA
O(1) sBPAB, sBCBA,
O(ǫ) vαB ζˆ
α
AµB, vαB ζ˜
α
AµB,
O(ǫ2) sBζAB.
(B.9)
• Scalar Σ,
O(1) θ, sAµA,
O(ǫ) none,
O(ǫ2) σαβζ
αβ .
(B.10)
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B.3 Locking in the rest frame
The terms that in principle survive after locking are
• Tensor τµν
O(1) σµν ,
O(ǫ) vµAζˆ
ν
A, v
µ
Aζ˜
ν
A,
O(ǫ2) σµαζ
αν , σµν ζ˜
αν .
(B.11)
• Mixed tensor τµA
O(1) vµBPBA, v
µ
BCBA
O(ǫ) σµαζˆ
α
A, σ
µ
αζ˜
α
A (B.12)
O(ǫ2) vαBζ
µαPBA, vαBζ
µαCBA, vαB ζ˜
µαPBA, vαB ζˆ
µ
B ζˆ
α
A, vαB ζˆ
µ
B ζ˜
α
A, vαB ζ˜
µ
B ζˆ
α
A, v
µ
BζBA.
• Vector V µ,
O(1) vµAµA,
O(ǫ) sAζˆ
µ
A, sAζ˜
µ
A,
O(ǫ2) vαAζ
µαµA, vαAζ˜
µαµA.
(B.13)
• Internal vector VA
O(1) sBPAB, sBCBA,
O(ǫ) vαB ζˆ
α
AµB, vαB ζ˜
α
AµB,
O(ǫ2) sBζAB.
(B.14)
• Scalar Σ,
O(1) θ, sAµA,
O(ǫ) vαAζˆ
α
A, vαAζ˜
α
A,
O(ǫ2) σαβζ
αβ .
(B.15)
C Equations and action in the holographic p-wave model
In this appendix we collect some of the results of [13], in particular the equations of motion
of the background and fluctuations and the form of the on-shell action. The background
metric and gauge field are charged black hole solutions of the form
ds2 = −F (z)dt2 + dz
2
F (z)
+ r2(z)(dx2 + dy2),
A30 = φ(z), A
a
i = A(z)δ
a
i .
(C.1)
As z →∞ the metric approaches asymptotically AdS4.
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C.1 Background equations of motion
We will denote derivatives with respect to z with primes:
2rr′′ + (A′)2 + λ2
φ2A2
F 2
= 0,
F ′′ − 2F
r2
(r′)2 − (φ′)2 − λ2A
4
r4
= 0,
(r2φ′)′ − 2λ2φA
2
F
= 0,
(FA′)′ + λ2
(
φ2A
F
− A
3
r2
)
= 0,
F ′′ + 4
Fr′′
r
+ 2
F (r′)2
r2
+ 4
r′F ′
r
= 48.
(C.2)
Linearized equation for the background A:
(FA(1)
′
)′ + λ2
φ2
F
A(1) = 0. (C.3)
Asymptotic expansion
A(1)(z) = α
(1)
0 +
α
(1)
1
z
+ · · · . (C.4)
C.2 On-shell action
Fluctuations around the background solution are denoted as δgµν = hµν and δAAµ = aAµ.
Indices are raised and lowered with the background metric g¯µν . The trace of the fluctuation
is denoted as h = g¯µνhµν . Covariant derivatives ∇¯ are taken with respect to the background
metric. The bulk contribution to the on-shell action is
Son-shell = lim
z→∞
1
4κ2
∫
d3xr2
[
hΓzναh
αν − hρσΓzραhασ +
3
2
hρσ∇¯zhρσ − 1
2
h∇¯zh
− aAν
(
F zνA h+ F
z
Aρ h
νρ + fzνA
) ]
.
(C.5)
To this action one should add the boundary Gibbons-Hawking and counterterm actions:
SGH = lim
z→∞
∫
d3x
√
Fr2
(
(K + ∇¯z)
(
1
2
h2 − hµνhµν
))
,
Sct = − lim
z→∞
1
κ2
∫
d3x
√
Fr2
(
1
2
h2 − hµνhµν
)
.
(C.6)
Where Kµν is the extrinsic curvature of the background metric.
C.3 Vector fluctuations
We will restrict to time-independent fluctuations δgµν = hµν(z), δAAµ = aAµ(z). At zero
momentum modes can be grouped in parity even and parity odd:
(htx + hty)/2 = r
2het , (htx − hty)/2 = r2hot ,
(a1 t + a2 t)/2 = a
e
t , (a1 t − a2 t)/2 = aot ,
(a3x + a3 y)/2 = a
e
3, (a3x − a3 y)/2 = ao3.
(C.7)
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The equations for fluctuations hit, a
i
t, a
i
3 are
(r4hit
′
)′ + r2φ′ai3
′
= Sh it ,
r2φ′hit
′
+ (Fai3
′
)′ = Si3,(
ait
φ
)′
= Sa it .
(C.8)
Where
Sh it =
(
r2(A′)2 + λ2
A4
F
)
hit − λ2
φA2
F
ai3 − r2A′ait′ + λ2
A3
F
ait,
Si3 = −λ2
φA2
F
hit + λ
2A
2
r2
ai3 + λ
2φA
F
ait,
Sa it =
(
A
φ
)′
hit +
F
r2φ2
(
A′ai3 −Aai3′
)
.
(C.9)
C.4 Tensor fluctuations
We will consider time-dependent fluctuations δgµν = e
−iωthµν(z), δAaµ = e
−iωtaaµ(z). At
zero momentum the modes can be grouped in parity-even and parity-odd:
hxy = r
2he, (a1 y + a2x)/2 = ae,
(hxx − hyy)/2 = r2ho, (a1x − a2 y)/2 = ao.
(C.10)
The equations for fluctuations hi and ai are
(r2Fh′i)
′ = Shi ,
(Fa′i) + λ
2φ
2
F
ai = S
a
i .
(C.11)
Where
Shi = −
(
ω2r2
F
− F (A′)2 + λ2φ
2A2
F
)
hi + 2
(
−FA′a′i + λ2
φ2A
F
ai
)
+ 2λiω
φA
F
ǫijaj .
Sai = FA
′h′i + λ
2A
3
r2
hi −
(
ω2
F
+ λ2
A2
r2
)
ai + λiωǫij
φ
F
(Ahj − 2aj) . (C.12)
The renormalized quadratic on-shell action takes the simpler form:
Son-shell = lim
z→∞
1
2κ2
∫
d3x
∑
i
[
−r
2F
2
hih
′
i − Faia′i −
1
2
(
(r2F )′ − 8r2
√
F
)
h2i + FA
′hiai
]
.
(C.13)
D Calculation of Hall viscosity in the holographic p-wave
We split the metric and gauge perturbations in leading order and corrections
hi = Hi + δhi, ai = Ai + δai. (D.1)
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The equations of motion for the leading order part are
(r2FH ′i)
′ +
r2ω2
F
Hi = 0,
(FA′i)
′ +
λ2φ2
F
Ai +
ω2
F
Ai + 2iω
λφ
F
ǫijAj = 0.
(D.2)
We impose ingoing boundary conditions at the horizon z → zH
Hi ∼ (z − zH)−i
ω
4piT , Ai ∼ (z − zH)−i
ω
4piT . (D.3)
And at the boundary z →∞ the leading order terms are constant
Hi ≃ hbi , Ai ≃ abi . (D.4)
The equations for the next order corrections are
(r2Fδh′i)
′ +
r2ω2
F
δhi = 2
(
FA′A′i +
λ2φ2
F 2
AAi
)
+ 2iω
λφ
F
AǫijAj ,
(Fδa′i)
′ +
λ2φ2
F
δai +
ω2
F
δai + 2iω
λφ
F
ǫijδaj = FA
′H ′i + iω
λφ
F
AǫijHj . (D.5)
In order to solve these equations we first write the corrections as
δhi = Hiσi, δai = Aiρi. (D.6)
Then,
σ′′i +
(
2
H ′i
Hi
+
(r2F )′
r2F
)
σ′i =
Shi (Ai)
r2FHi
,
ρ′′i +
(
2
A′i
Ai
+
F ′
F
)
ρ′i =
Sai (Hi)
FAi
.
(D.7)
The ‘source’ terms are
Shi (Ai) = 2
(
FA′A′i +
λ2φ2
F 2
AAi
)
+ 2iω
λφ
F
AǫijAj ,
Sai (Hi) = FA
′H ′i + iω
λφ
F
AǫijHj .
(D.8)
The solutions are easily found
σ
(1)
i (z) =
∫ z
zH
dz1
H2i r
2F
∫ z1
zH
dz2HiS
h
i (Ai),
ρ
(1)
i (z) =
∫ z
zH
dz1
A2iF
∫ z1
zH
dz2AiS
a
i (Hi).
(D.9)
The choice of integration limits is necessary in order to preserve the condition that the
solutions are ingoing at the horizon.
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This fixes the solution to first order, but we will also need the solution to second order,
given by the equations
σ
(2)
i
′′
+
(
2
H ′i
Hi
+
(r2F )′
r2F
)
σ
(2)
i
′
=
Shi (Ai, Hi, ρ
(1)
i )
r2FHi
,
ρ
(2)
i
′′
+
(
2
A′i
Ai
+
F ′
F
)
ρ
(2)
i
′
=
Sai (Ai, Hi, σ
(1)
i )
FAi
.
(D.10)
The ‘source’ terms are
Shi (Ai, Hi, ρ
(1)
i ) = 2
(
FA′(A′iρ
(1)
i +Aiρ
(1)
i
′
) +
λ2φ2
F 2
AAiρ
(1)
i
)
+ 2iω
λφ
F
AǫijAjρ
(1)
j
+
(
F (A′)2 − λ
2φ2
F
A2
)
Hi,
Sai (Ai, Hi, σ
(1)
i ) = FA
′(H ′iσ
(1)
i +Hiσ
(1)
i
′
) + iω
λφ
F
AǫijHjσ
(1)
j −
λ2
r2
A2Ai.
(D.11)
The solutions are then
σ
(2)
i (z) =
∫ z
zH
dz1
H2i r
2F
∫ z1
zH
dz2HiS
h
i (Ai, Hi, ρ
(1)
i ),
ρ
(2)
i (z) =
∫ z
zH
dz1
A2iF
∫ z1
zH
dz2AiS
a
i (Ai, Hi, σ
(1)
i ).
(D.12)
D.1 Boundary expansion
The on-shell action for the tensor modes is
S = lim
z→∞
1
2κ2
∫
d3x
[
−r
2F
2
hih
′
i − Faia′i −
1
2
((r2F )′ − 8r2
√
F )h2i + FA
′hiai
]
. (D.13)
We will use the expansion
F ≃4z2, φ≃µ, φ′≃−φ1
z2
, A≃ α1
z
, r2≃4z2, Hi≃hbi , H ′i≃−
3Ti
z4
, Ai≃abi , A′i≃−
Ji
z2
.
(D.14)
And
hi ≃ Hi + Ti
z3
, ai ≃ Ai + Ji
z
. (D.15)
The on-shell action becomes
S =
∫
d3x
[
28
κ2
HiTi,+ 2
κ2
AiJi − 2α1
κ2
HiAi
]
. (D.16)
The last term we already computed, we are interested in the term proportional to Ti.
One can see that with the corrections
hi = h
b
i(1+σ
(1)(∞)+σ(2)(∞))+O(z−3), ai = abi(1+ρ(1)(∞)+ρ(2)(∞))+O(z−1). (D.17)
The sources in the dual field theory are then given by
Hi = hbi(1 + σ(1)(∞) + σ(2)(∞)), Ai = abi(1 + ρ(1)(∞) + ρ(2)(∞)). (D.18)
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The subleading terms can be computed as
Ji = lim
z→∞
−z2∂zai,
Ti = lim
z→∞
(−z2∂z)3hi = − lim
z→∞
(6z4h′i + 6z
5h′′i + z
6h′′′i ).
(D.19)
Note that the equation of Hi does not have terms with ωǫij , therefore the contribution
to the Hall viscosity vanishes to leading order. To next order, there is one contribution
proportional to the epsilon tensor, but it involves the leading order gauge field solution
∼ ωǫijAj , so it will produce a term of the form ∼ ωǫijAiHj . To second order there is a
term ∼ ωǫijHj , that enters through ρ(1). Therefore, the Hall viscosity is ∼ 〈O〉2.
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
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